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Dynamic dashboard template in excel free

A dashboard report is a powerful tool to meet business goals, displaying vital company data in a one-page layout. Excel dashboards typically include multiple spreadsheets. One of these is the actual dashboard, the front page that graphically displays information using tables, charts, maps, and indicators (also known as speedometers).
The other spreadsheets on an Excel dashboard have the data being tracked and the calculations being used to analyze this data. Excel dashboards can look very different depending on business needs. To get started with a dashboard, we've compiled the major Excel dashboard templates (compatible with earlier versions of Excel,
including Excel 2007 and Excel 2010) that you can download for free. We'll also show you an easier way to make a dashboard with Smartsheet, an online work management tool. Track key data points using a KPI dashboard to maximize business performance. You'll save time by not having to produce multiple reports, and consolidated
metrics can be easily shared across teams. This free KPI dashboard template allows you to view multiple KPIs in both table and graphics formats. Compare performance between the selected KPIs and display averages and goals per KPI. Board design is simple and easy to read. Download the KPI Dashboard template Even though
Microsoft Excel is familiar, you never wanted to manage the job with it. Learn how Excel and Smartsheet compare five factors: work management, collaboration, visibility, accessibility, and integrations. See the full comparison Create a visual representation of sales results to increase performance, create accountability, and track progress.
Any process is easier when you can make data-driven decisions, and sales management is no different. This free sales management control panel template lets you track sales based on product, region, and customer type. Download the sales management control panel template A project management dashboard allows administrators to
be at the forefront of various aspects of a given project and view them in a single snapshot. Tracking problems, activities, and progress becomes much easier when data can be compiled and viewed as a dashboard. This not only helps streamline project management, but makes it easier to provide updated project status reports or share
information with team members. Download the key metrics from the template in the Project Management Control Panel provide information about the not only to product managers, but also to stakeholders and other members of an organization. This data can include metrics related to monetary performance, customer engagement with a
product, or other business goals. Once you've identified key metrics and KPIs for your products, you can track them using a product metrics dashboard. This free template offers a simple interface for tracking and viewing information. Download the Product Metrics Panel template unlike a project management dashboard, which focuses on
data from one of a project, a project portfolio dashboard displays KPIs for various projects. This provides an overview of the status for all ongoing projects, showing which projects are on the schedule and what topics need to be addressed. You can easily track your budget, risks, and other key project parameters. Use this free template as
it is to manage your project portfolio or customize it to meet your organization's needs. Download the project portfolio control panel template Although you can create a dashboard in Excel, multiple templates are normally needed to provide a full view and it may be difficult to know if you are viewing the most up-to-date information. One tool
that lets you create custom, real-time dashboards is Smartsheet, a business work management platform that fundamentally changes the way teams, leaders, and businesses work. More than 74,000 brands and millions of information workers rely on Smartsheet as the best way to plan, track, automate and report on the job. With
Smartsheet dashboards, you'll have real-time visibility in the progress of work to make better decisions and keep your teams on the same page every step of the way. Configurable, widget-based dashboards allow users to highlight the most relevant information for their business, without the need for technical support. Know the state of
your business at a glance, gain ideas and accelerate your team's innovation on a single platform. Smartsheet dashboards can help your team make better informed decisions, quickly. Try Smartsheet for Free Excel Dashboard Examples and Template FilesThe Excel dashboard section of TheSmallman has many Excel dashboard
templates for you to download and use with your own data. The goal of the site is to create a visual center for Excel dashboard design with a number of different dashboards, from financial dashboards, to organized dashboards, and KPIs. The first part of the article deals with excel dashboard design theory, with some pictorial examples of
Excel dashboards I created for CPA Australia. Then there are links to pages on the site with a number of examples of Excel dashboard: takeaway templates. An Excel dashboard is a one-page summary that contains important information that lets you analyze your theme. The art of creating elegant Excel dashboards is not easy to master.
I'll admit that I've made my share of mistakes in creating Excel dashboards, but hopefully I'm learning and improving the quality of information and appearance to it There are many examples of Excel dashboard in this site and it has taken a considerable amount of time to compile them so you shouldn't. I hope you find the example of the
Excel dashboard you are looking for. Here are some key design rules for the Excel dashboard. Simple use of colors, clean design that is read easily. There are some key things to consider when creating an Excel dashboard. Excel dashboards should be ideally; Understandable and easy to read. Read. there should be no confusion about
what each of the metrics means. Interactive so it can be changed to reflect different areas of an organization. Able to show the key measures of the time. You can find out what's important and use these key elements on the dashboard. Liberal with white space. 'White space' is the areas you don't use and are as visually important as the
areas you use on a board. Clearly tagged, each of the charts and tables on the dashboard must display a clear message. Try working the dashboard on a symmetrical grid where you can align sections in data blocks. Symmetry is important for visual visual visualization. Create awesome Excel dashboards like the ones above, either in a
course or buy my favorite dashboards that you form my courses. The following YouTube video is a look at what's possible via an Excel dashboard. The video shows key functionality and how things can be moved and changed by only changing a single metric. data-provider-name=YouTube&gt;Excel dashboards are a very valuable
corporate tool when created with anticipation. An organization can see all the key information in one place and see how it is tracking against the key criteria. The following are some examples of Excel dashboards that I have put together. The information on these Excel dashboards is not real, it is for demonstration purposes only. After
going through the exercise of creating all these Excel dashboards I can say something with total certainty, making excel dashboards is very much work, but very worth it when you see the final result of work. One of the problems with developing the following Excel dashboards is obtaining the data. I would scratch my head when I started
creating the raw data from scratch from the beginning. Later I got a little smarter and found that the wiki and some government websites had prepared tables that were compatible with Excel. Then I just needed to outline a final production dashboard and work backwards to make the data fit that vision. Many of the techniques spoken on
the site that I have incorporated into TheSmallman.com built-in tools into these Excel dashboards. In general, these excel boards don't need VBA at all. There are a couple of exceptions when you go down to the HeatMap section, but mostly native Excel run these dashboards. Current Excel dashboards are then downloaded. I will create
more and more Excel dashboards and these dashboards will be free to download. Click the link or picture to visit the specific page of the Excel dashboard. An Excel file is located on each page with a brief description of the dashboard. Excel Dashboard The following section contains a selection of Excel dashboards on this site. All have an
Excel dashboard template associated with it that is fully functional and has a complete data set within it. The dashboards are a little different, some rotate into combo boxes, radio buttons, cutters, and there are some that changed depending on the mouse rolling over a cell or two. Enjoy. Enjoy. highly visual and insightful ideas, changing
unity through clarity that allows immediate action. Easily generate dashboards to help your organization make quick decisions based on the right data, much faster. To learn how to actually put these kinds of dashboards together why not sit my Excel dashboard course. Dashboard CourseOr perhaps a starting point that you are looking for
– a professional model that can be filled with your data – then maybe look at some of the premium models available on the site. Models on the Control Panel Posts to visit my site. I've done a quick dashboard tutorial that's sent to YouTube. This describes how to extract data from the Internet and format it in a way that allows you to
generate an information dashboard from an Excel page. There are step by step guidelines to follow that will allow you to build the scorecard from scratch. TutorialClick dashboard in the image or link. At the bottom of the corresponding page there will be a link to the dashboard where you can download the Excel file associated with the
dashboard. This dashboard appears to be the most popular Excel dashboard template thesmallman.com. It is a simple scorecard to create that uses very few colors. The EBIT Excel Dashboard report is an update to another of the site's original dashboards. I used some relevant infographic elements to season the dashboard a little bit. It is
functional and tells the Excel story of a company based on updating two combo boxes. Split the dashboard using the metric and report group. The following is a link to the dashboard template. (Free Excel Dashboard - Updated April 2020). The Excel department store dashboard is a mix of financial and non-financial metrics that are
presented on a single page. It has a map feature that shows the region in focus. The following is a link to a page that contains the dashboard template. The following is the link to this free dashboard template. (Free Excel Dashboard - Updated April 2020). This Excel dashboard uses a mixture of 3 colors (blue, red and green) that is not too
busy and tells a story in a small space. Excel dashboards can be as simple or complex as you need, this is an Excel example of a simple data set which is clearly displayed on one page. The above Excel dashboard displays a range of metrics on a single page from a operations perspective. However, the underlying business is mainly
banking, but the underlying data set can be adapted to suit a number of companies. This scorecard did not take totally long to produce in with others – maybe I'm learning... The following is a link to the dashboard template. (Free Excel Dashboard - Updated April 2020). The above Excel dashboard shows a number of organizational
metrics of income, expense, FTE, Issues against a well thought out plan. The underlying data set is divided into multiple sheets and the report is updated through a cutter at the top of the board that allows you to rotate by State. It is highly interactive and very user user - Enjoy. This link takes you to the dashboard template. (Free Excel
Dashboard - Updated April 2020). The above Excel dashboard is an update to one of my first dashboards on the site. She has had some elements of infographics added to her to improve the story. It's debatable time they work or not, but I like the finished product. The board shows revenue, expenses, FTE, key projects by region, and a
number of other metrics. The following is a link to the dashboard template. (Free Excel Dashboard - Updated April 2020). Although the above is an updated version of the first Excel dashboard I posted on the site. It has been refreshed and updated that was vanquished for a long time. The following is a link to the Excel dashboard template
at the traffic light. The template uses sample data to display actual data from Plan V and displays EBIT, revenue, and expenses graphically next to it. There is a traffic light effect to indicate progress against the plan for each of the organization's areas and a combo box to choose which financial areas you want to see. It was the first Excel
dashboard I incorporated into thesmallman.com, so it gets in the middle. (Free Excel Dashboard - Updated April 2020). This Excel dashboard has only a small amount of information: this is an example of how to fill the space with infographics, adding relevant images that can improve the history of the dashboard. You'll notice that the
dashboard is still fully flexible. The above is another updated excel original dashboard. The heat map on the right with some key metrics has been added along with an EBIT chart showing a trend over time. The following is a link to the Excel dashboard template shown above. (Free Excel Dashboard - Updated April 2020). This KPI report
is an update to one of the original site dashboards. I have re-worked the dashboard and added additional features to fit within a single page. Switching to the top right of the report allows the user to rotate the information per year that will change all data within the screen. This is a functional report that displays a lot of information about
various groups within an organization in a small amount of space. The following is a link to the Excel Dashboard template. (Free Excel Dashboard - Updated April 2020). The Human Resources Scorecard – HR is a mix of information related to employees, salary, rents, employee satisfaction, age demographics and more. All divided by
department and subdimesa. It makes a very nice template for a human resources department to follow a number of key performance metrics. To get to the on the dashboard, click the image above or at the link below. (Free Excel Dashboard - Updated April 2020). The Sales Excel dashboard highlights the focused month with a light blue
bar based on the month shown in the drop-down menu. You can see from the chart that September is in focus so that the bar moves to light blue in September and all other charts change to reflect this month. The dashboard has a traffic light configuration. (Free Excel Dashboard - Updated April 2020). The Financial Trends Excel control
panel includes price and billing by region. The dashboard uses an Excel cutter on the homepage to isolate the countries in the chart. It also has the ability to cut by region and has a combined box for the top or bottom 5 per country. The months that appear on the dashboard are controlled by a combo box that allows you to display data
from year to date without too much fuss. (Free Excel Dashboard - Updated April 2020). This U.S. Dashboard of Excellence is a peak of population data obtained from Wiki. To the right of the panel are some radio buttons that allow selection by region. States are grouped in their regions and as grouping is selected, status flags and charts
change according to the radio button. (Free Excel Dashboard - Updated April 2020). The following Excel dashboard was used in the financial modeling document. It's an Excel dashboard that describes the highlights of banking. Use a spinner button to generate projections that are highlighted in blue on the right to indicate that these
figures are budgetary. (Free Excel Dashboard - Updated April 2020). The excellent restructuring board is designed around workforce planning and capturing savings from changing the size, shape and nature of the organization. It's clean and clear, it doesn't have spinner controls on the dashboard, which means the dashboard is updated
with new RAW data. (Free Excel Dashboard - Updated April 2020). Excel's Top 10 Dashboard represents the top 10 U.S. corporate, highlighting some key common metrics. The body design of the Excel dashboard (world) stays the same while the logo changes as each company filters with the drop-down menu on the left side. The Gauge
Excel dashboard has a prompt. I once read that indicator for a board was like fast food for Excel boards. They take too much space for the information they provide. However, when you only have a small amount of information to display in your dashboard and this information is important, there's no reason why they can't be added to a
dashboard. The Demographic Excel dashboard displays demographic information for the US. Enter a heat map showing high concentrations of particular demographics, such as race. The Excel dashboard tracks a key element of business spending, plan v real for EBIT, revenue, and expenses. I tried to add only two colors to the list of full-
time equivalents, but it didn't look good, so I kept the look multicolored and on that dashboard I think it works. Sparklines Excel DashboardThe Sparklines Panel it is interesting, as it has many bright lines and bright lines are not conditional formatting graphics. The file works as well as a visual view of each of the metrics displayed. Excel
World CupThe Excel World Cup scorecard is a tribute to the upcoming World Cup in Brazil. This type of dashboard is known as a wall chart. So it's a cup wall chart in Excel. You can predict matches and see who can meet in the knockout stages of the tournament. This type of dashboard can be used with any tounament-based
competition if you follow the methodology I have used. Enjoy! The Rollover Excel dashboard is based on the article about chart hyperlinks detailing how to change a chart by rolling over a particular cell. It's a really cool technique that has powerful implications, especially in creating Excel dashboards. I've shown a couple of concepts for a
dashboard, however, there will be many more. The overview board below once again has a tipping function in the same way as the previous dahsboard. The years at the top right of the board are the ones that change the dashboard charts add in the flexibility of the model. Just roll your mouse for a year to see the metrics associated with
this year on the board. The article about chart hyperlinks can provide a little more information about how to set up one of these Excel dashboards. The Heatmap scorecard is a breakdown of wage and unemployment information in the US. The charts to the right of the dashboard are spark lines and will change color with the change in the
combo box at the top left. The U.S. heat map will change color depending on the selection of the fall above the U.S. map. The dashboard displays the top and bottom 10 metrics by state by region. India Heat Map Dashboard is an Excel dashboard that displays a heat map of the states of India. The dashboard shows income and expenses
by type and by status. The scorecard also has a breakdown of the top 5 income, expenses and benefits by the state. It's a fairly simple Excel dashboard and should be easy to follow. The England Heat Map Board is an Excel dashboard that displays a heat map of england's regions. The dashboard shows age group metrics, house prices,
income, and life expectancy data. The scorecards rotate in a combined box next to the map of England. The colors of the heat map part of the dashboard change with the combo box. The NBA Player Excel Control Panel is a dashboard that displays some of the current batches of NBA startups and their stats. It is an Excel 2010 workbook
with a couple of macros to show change the color of each of the active tabs. These tabs control dashboard charts that display statistics such as points per game, bounces per game, and game-by-game steals. I like the NBA, so this scorecard was a bit of fun. National Excel Dashboard The following Excel dashboard has a heat map which
changes based on the selection made in the drop-down list. The flags next to the cutter will change depending on the selection. The technique of this can be found on the Toggle Chart page. This Excel dashboard will work in Excel 2010 and later. The Excel School Control Panel is a dashboard that displays plan v real for various schools
across different disciplines. It is an excel 2010 workbook that uses a cutter to between schools to show their performance. The board displays data by discipline and shows spending trends over a period of one year. You can see the peaks and troughs. There is some encoding behind the sheet, but this is just to speed up the data entry. I'll
leave the encoding on the worksheet in case people find it useful. People are added to schools on the staff sheet. The input sheet acts as the control tab where the data is entered into the back database. Team Performance DashboardThe team performance dashboard is a dashboard I created as a shipment to the Excel Forum Control
Panel competition in November 2014. The competition was open to everyone with a first prize of an iphone 6. There were 119 entries in the scorecard contest. It was nice to put together this Excel dashboard, I didn't win, but I got a dedicated page to this dashboard on ExcelTip.comI have recently updated this dashboard to include some
new items, an additional chart and I've simplified the color scheme. Excel Sales DashboardThe Excel Sales Person Dashboard is a dashboard that traps sales person data by status based on Australian States. There is some information on the Excel dashboard. The dashboard has 5 static charts to display the overall sales position and 20
PivotCharts that rely on slices at the top of the dashboard that rotates the year. Apologies to Tasmania and the territories for not appearing on this scorecard. The dashboard presents an all too real picture of the age, gender and type of vehicle of all fatal accidents recorded over a 7-year period. One of the positives is that traffic fatalities
seem to be falling. A cutter at the top of the board lets you generate a report by Status or per year. There are high-level graphics, graphs showing speed statistics, vehicle involved in doom, month and time. The data is not completed on the ABS site, but I have tried whenever possible to keep the data as close as possible to the actual
figures. The Rev Exp Personnel Scorecard is an Excel dashboard that captures expenses by state and department, revenue and national staffing levels. The board rotates the year and is 3 years old as an example. It has a very nice staff card and a consistent color throughout. The Event Panel is an Excel dashboard that is quite small, but
captures some important metrics. The dashboard uses the same in the cell technique for chart events as the previous dashboard. In the blog post I will give some examples of cell charts using the REPT formula. more, but it is what it is at this stage. The Social Network panel is an Excel dashboard that describes social media activity for a
business. It focuses primarily on Pinterest, Facebook, Twitter and Google Plus. Apologies to other social media. Premium Excel DashboardsThe following files are from my premium dashboard selection, shop dashboard menu at the top of the page. They tend to be mine Dashboard courses, so they are available for a fixed price. These



Excel dashboards are much larger in size than previous free Excel dashboards. All entries and sheet calculations are included in all models in these sections. Dashboards can be used to add your own data saving time and effort. This Excel dashboard has a combo box that gives the dashboard the ability to rotate per month and has an
organizational and operational range or metrics that change as the month changes. The dashboard is primarily a trending dashboard and doesn't have the variety of details like some of the other dashboards on the site. There is much more information not used on the dashboard so that the dashboard can be modified to fit your own Excel
data. The file can be downloaded and you can add your data to this Excel dashboard by city. Global Sales Dashboard The Global Sales Dashboard is a dashboard that captures sales statistics for a fictitious company. This Excel dashboard uses an Excel heat map to highlight each region. Use 5 colors, one for each region. There are
some radio buttons to display data per year at the top and radio buttons on the left to set the focus of the dashboard in a specific region. The map will change color to reflect the region in focus. A key performance indicator dashboard (KPIs) can give you the ability to consolidate all financial and operational activities and compare key
projects, compare real ones to plan everything within one page. These scorecards have audit, administration, personnel, data by department, by product. Check the staff status and customer satisfaction, the rental cost and the change between permanent and casual staff. Excel dashboards like the one next to them are a great way to
clearly report key management metrics. Key operating scorecardConsolidar all financial and operational activities and compare key projects, compare real to plan everything within one page. These scorecards have audit, administration, personnel, data by department, by product. Check the staff status, the rental cost and the change
between the fixed and casual staff. Excel dashboards like the one next to them are a great way to clearly report key management metrics. Financial Trends DashboardShowing financial trends over time in a succinct way is key. It shows the grandest view of all sales activities and progress against the goal over time, both month and year to
date. This financial trends board is part of my premium dashboards in Excel. Also, this is my last creation for one of my courses I run for CPA Australia. I'll pull this along with one of the dashboard videos. We hope to use it with my students in mind. It took quite a while to come up with the concept and get the look and feel exactly how I
wanted it. There were many iterations before this final exit from the board. Dashboard with Power PivotThese is a full day training course that I use as output from a large data set. Current and previous year necessary sales and compares sales with those of the department, the industry segment, compares the region and gives an idea of
how the company charged the previous year works. The dashboard is created entirely in Excel with a power pivot back end as a source. This product dashboard is used to inform about products by department or category. The dashboard tracks a number of metrics, such as revenue, expense, gross profit, net income, staff metrics, and
more. Dashboard body metrics are monthly in the chart and quarter of the table. Give the user a number of dashboard items to focus on. This is a concept of business intelligence (BI) that has been adapted from thesmallman section.com. Bi dashboards can monitor metrics such as gross margin, profit or loss on sale, plan versus real
ones, new customer details, market volumes, market share and more. Creating a dashboard from an infographic is significantly more work, as there needs to be more data and data must have formulas that help excel dashboard rotate properly. The latest scorecard for a new series of webinars for CPA Australia. This dashboard is full of
features, including a tipping function and lots of graphics, controls, and conditional formatting. I adapted it from a more basic dashboard and now it has wings. Infographics, symmetry and constant use of color. All good on the hood of the board. The following is a new dashboard. I was playing with a file I had and started organizing the data
into columns and it started to take shape. I added some graphics for my client (changed the source data) and kaboom, dashboard completed with all the bells and whistles. It is very satisfying to finish a dashboard in Excel. Click the dashboard to see a larger version. Storytelling with Excel Dashboards During this holiday season my
colleague wanted to create a Power BI (PBI) prototype, so I offered against available and with his data I made my first cut in Excel. I will transfer the results to PBI in due course. The above would never fit into PBI, but it's a bit of fun with some of the results. Excel has the flexibility to generate the most visually appealing dashboards with
creativity and foresight that you can create impressive results. Website Traffic Excel Dashboard This Excel dashboard became a labor of love as the months passed and gradually put it together. It has hundreds of data points and tells a compelling and changing history of website traffic and related metrics on a single page. You can take
this Excel dashboard that has metrics such as site visitors, site bounce rate, time users spend site, page views by user, social networks, paid traffic, organic and direct search traffic. YouTube DemonstrationDashboard YouTube Dashboard Tutorial Tutorial YouTube Since the start of the growing pandemic, the general public has become
increasingly interested in numbers and statistics, so be able to quickly interpret and understand large amounts of has become more important than ever. The following model describes the crisis and tracks changes automatically. The creation of this dashboard will run as a webinar for the Financial Modelling Meetup group. Link below to
more details and registration. Dashboard design in Excel I recently updated my Excel charts course to include some additional charts that I have been working on and a little more detail on the calculation pages. The final output comes in a well-established design presented in three horizontal areas and four vertical areas, some details and
comparisons at the top. Enjoy. Building board metricsHad a customer asks to track some key metrics. Started with a polished dashboard template and is based on it. Divided into three levels, the dashboard displays status information and provides some of the key performance indicators for each of the business areas. I'm not sure how I'll
use this Excel dashboard, but chances are it will be the basis for a future course. Corporate Reporting Excel DashboardOccasionally I have a little time on my hands and I can update one of the dashboards I devised many years ago. The next hour is such a time. I added a new section to the next scorecard and did it rotate by regional
area. It is neat and to the point of providing a high-level overview of key operational metrics. The smaller version is available free to download in the following link. Alternatively you can get many dashboards of this quality in my premium section. Rooms &amp;; Commission Excel Dashboard The following Excel dashboard is a summary of
seven departments with a banking environment. It summarizes financial performance by region showing sales, commission, performance against the plan and the year before data and some human resources metrics for each department. Displays data in a clear structured format that provides an overview of key organizational metrics. A
link to the blog article that has more details in this board is as follows – Cool Dashboard You can get many dashboards of this quality in my premium section. Section.
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